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1. Executive summary

The failure of health PPPs in the UK

This report concerns Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) in healthcare, known in the UK as the Private Finance Initiative (PFI). It exposes how such PPPs have been an expensive failure in the UK, attracting criticism from government ministers, and yet those same ministers run departments which promote PPPs, including in health, around the world.

Use of the term PPP is now widespread, but it is very unhelpful given that many different types of economic activity involve the public and private sectors working together in some form of partnership. Proponents of PPPs use the term for a variety of short- and long-term contracts with different forms and degrees of private- and public-sector involvement.

This report covers PPPs which are similar to the UK’s PFI, where a private company gets a long term contract to build and/or manage all or a significant amount of a healthcare facility. In return, the government guarantees to pay to use the facility, and/or guarantees to make up any short fall in revenue from user fees, ensuring the project’s financial risk remains with the public sector. As the report shows, such PPPs have failed in the UK, and yet the UK government continues to promote them around the world. The costs fall on taxpayers, and patients through increased user fees (where these exist) and/or reduced health services. This reduces access to healthcare, especially for the poor, and increases gender and other inequalities.

Between the mid-1990s and 2008 the UK government used healthcare PPPs extensively, and the results have been widely discredited. Reports by the UK parliament’s Treasury Select Committee and National Audit Office found they have cost more – at least double – than if the government had borrowed money directly and then contracted the private companies to build healthcare facilities.

PPPs have been criticised across the political spectrum in the UK, including by current government ministers. The UK’s Secretary of State for International Trade Dr Liam Fox said as recently as April 2017: “NHS hospitals owe over £80 billion in PFI loan unitary charges, leaving the taxpayer a legacy of debt repayment that will amount to up to 7 times the original capital cost.”

Boris Johnson, now Foreign Secretary, speaking when Mayor of London, said “In other countries this would be called looting, here it is called the PPP.” Secretary of State for Health, Jeremy Hunt, has said: “One of my biggest concerns is that many of the hospitals now facing huge deficits are seeing their situation made infinitely worse by PFI debt.” Meanwhile Secretary of State for International Development Priti Patel has criticised health PPPs saying “It is outrageous that our local hospital is tied down to paying these excessive [PFI] costs while there is an unacceptable shortage of healthcare provision elsewhere in Essex.”

UK government departments promoting health PPPs

Despite these criticisms, the UK government has been promoting health PPPs extensively around the world, including in the global South.

Dr Liam Fox’s Department for International Trade and Jeremy Hunt’s Department of Health promote health PPPs through the public body Healthcare UK. This markets PPPs as “efficient” and “cost effective” to other governments at the same time as Dr Liam Fox and Jeremy Hunt criticise their huge costs. One marketing example Healthcare UK uses is the St Bartholomew’s Hospitals PPP, which has an investment cost of £1.149 billion but has left the public sector having to pay six times more – £7.194 billion – between 2007 and 2048. These costs have led to cuts in health services and care quality.

The Department for International Development (DfID), now headed by Priti Patel, has used UK aid money to promote PPPs saying “It is outrageous that our local hospital is tied down to paying these excessive [PFI] costs while there is an unacceptable shortage of healthcare provision elsewhere in Essex.”

---
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promote PPPs through various schemes. It funded the IFC’s health PPP advisory facility via the ‘Harnessing non-state actors for better health for the poor’ (HANSHEP). The programme, which ran from 2012 to 2016, aimed to promote health PPPs and disseminate lessons learned. This dissemination has not gone very far as DfID has refused to release its evaluation of the programme.

Other programmes DfID funds include the Private Infrastructure Development Group (PIDG), which DfID has provided 71% of the funding for, and Public Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility (PPIAF), half of whose budget DfID provides. Both bodies promote PPPs across a range of infrastructure.

This report details how DfID also promotes PPPs through its country programmes, and how the Foreign Office’s network of embassies and high commissions regularly holds events to promote PPPs. These are often funded by aid money, out of a fund called the Prosperity Fund, a fast-growing part of the UK’s aid budget.

For example, in July 2015 the British High Commission in Zambia held a training event in PPPs. The training was paid for out of the Prosperity Fund and therefore counted as aid. Acting High Commissioner to Zambia Sean Melbourne is quoted on the UK government’s website as saying: “The British Government is keen to promote UK-Zambia trade for the benefit of both countries and to share its expertise in the development and successful implementation of Public Private Partnerships.” Nowhere is there any indication that, far from being successful, PPPs are widely discrepant in Britain.

The extent of health PPPs in the global South

It is difficult to estimate the full scale of health PPP activity. In total we found 23 countries where PPPs similar to those credited in the UK have been proposed or implemented.

Of the 23 countries we have identified with active, proposed or stalled health PPPs, the UK government has been promoting PPPs in at least 18. The UK’s Foreign Office has done so in 15 countries, DfID in nine countries and UKTI and/or Healthcare UK in six.

We have identified five countries with completed health PPP schemes: Brazil, Lesotho, Nigeria, Peru and Turkey.

In Peru, as part of their development of hospital PPPs, the UK Foreign Office ran an aid-funded project in 2013 to “Use UK experience of Public-Private Partnerships in the health sector to develop the PPP framework and tendering process for health projects in Peru.” Two PPP hospitals subsequently opened in 2014. Reportedly, total investment was $126 million and there are two sets of payments for construction costs – $11.1 million a year for 15 years and $9.8 million a year for seven years. This means the average equivalent interest cost is 11.1%, whereas Peru can borrow at 6% through dollar-denominated bonds. The public sector is reported to pay $176 million a year for running costs which include clinical as well as non-clinical services.

We also found fifteen countries where health PPPs have been reported to be in development: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Brazil, Fiji, India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Liberia, Nigeria, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Sierra Leone, Turkey, Vietnam and Zambia.

The UK has promoted PPPs in Vietnam for several years. In October 2010, the UK Embassy organised a workshop for government officials on PPPs. Kate Harrison, Deputy Head of Mission at the British Embassy, said “I hope that the UK can now share its experience with Vietnam at a time when Vietnam is looking at new ways of finding finance for crucial infrastructure projects.” DfID and the Foreign Office have also been using aid money in Vietnam to promote PPPs. All this lobbying and promotion may have started to pay-off. In May 2017 it was reported that Vietnam “is attempting to attract private investment in healthcare PPPs.”

There are seven countries where health PPPs have either stalled or been cancelled: Benin, Egypt, Ghana, Grenada, Honduras, Namibia and Nigeria. There are therefore more countries with stalled projects than completed ones. In terms of preventing governments from being trapped in expensive PPP schemes this is a good thing. However, it also shows that promoting PPPs wastes time and money, distracting from real solutions to providing better and more widespread healthcare, through fair tax and appropriate borrowing for investment. In the UK, the European Services Strategy Unit has shown that

10 http://www.hanshep.org/our-programmes/pilot-health-ppp-advisory-facility
seven abandoned PPP hospital projects still cost the government £1.2 million.22

Egypt signed initial contracts for a hospital PPP in 2012, but the project has still not received final sign-off. The UK government has continued to push PPPs in Egypt. In 2015/16 DfID spent £1.75 million of aid money on courses to promote PPPs, saying “PPPs are one way for Egypt to fund its infrastructure without worsening the fiscal deficit” (emphasis added).23 In reality, any PPP with contractual payments from the government will contribute to the fiscal deficit – given the UK’s experience, probably more so than direct government borrowing.

How can health investments be funded?

Proponents of PPPs speak as if they are the only way that governments can access otherwise unobtainable private investment to fund public healthcare. This is not true. PPPs work by a private company borrowing money24 to invest in a healthcare facility, while the government guarantees to pay to use it, or guarantees a certain level of income from user fees. If instead a government borrows money25 to invest in a healthcare facility, guaranteeing to make debt payments, it accesses exactly the same source of finance – public or private lenders – and repays the debt using exactly the same source of funds – government spending (and/or user fees if these exist in the country’s health system).

Neither do PPPs give access to private ‘expertise’ that would not otherwise be available. For instance, governments can still hire a construction firm to build a hospital if they borrow money themselves rather than through a PPP.

While PPPs offer no new access to finance or way of paying for it than previously existed, in the UK they have been hugely more expensive. There are various reasons why PPPs are likely to be an expensive way for governments to invest in healthcare. These include:

1) Cost of investment: The interest rate on PPP debt is higher than for direct government borrowing
2) Lack of competition: With a PPP, the only possible competition is for the initial contract (though often even this does not happen), whereas for non-PPP investment there can be competition at numerous points during construction and operation
3) Lack of transparency: PPPs hide behind ‘commercial confidentiality’, and so are ripe for rent-seeking and corruption

4) Profit for private companies: Across the few cases where there is evidence the average annual profit on investment has been around 25%
5) Complexity of contracts: Under-resourced governments can be out-maneuvered by private companies in contract negotiations
6) High transaction costs: Governments must hire expensive lawyers and consultants
7) Reduced budget flexibility: PPPs commit a government to paying for a service for decades, restricting its ability to alter services in response to changing requirements or economic circumstances

The extra cost of health PPPs falls either on taxpayers, and/or directly on patients (through user fees) or through reduced services. Whilst PPPs do not require user fees to operate, their escalating costs may lead to pressure to increase and spread user fees and/or reduce services. These will reduce access to healthcare, especially for the poor, and increase gender and other inequalities.

The reason PPPs are attractive to governments is that they mean investment can take place without new debt appearing on the government books. This allows governments to circumvent national budget rules and accountability processes, or rules and analyses from lenders on debt sustainability. A widely-acknowledged reason for the UK government’s extensive use of PPPs was to invest without increasing official public debt figures.

Ultimately the best source of funds to pay for healthcare infrastructure and services is progressive taxation. Ideally enough tax income would be collected to fund both ongoing services and investment in health infrastructure, so there would be no need to borrow and pay interest. Across many countries, and most in the global South, tax collection rates need to rise to fund decent public services, through the collection of fair taxes, including tackling tax avoidance and evasion.

However, the reality is that for many countries in the global South, government revenue levels are currently well below what is needed to meet basic health needs. Changes to taxation systems also take time and require international action, including by rich countries, like the UK, that preside over tax havens. Borrowing for health investment can enable more needs to be met now, but means governments pay more in the future. Unfortunately, the history of debt crises over the last four decades shows that when debt payments are high, public services are cut. There are currently 29 governments in the global South which spend more on external debt payments than they do on healthcare.

24 From the public or private sector
25 From the public or private sector
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Government borrowing is likely to be a cheaper way to fund health investment than PPPs, but governments should still exercise caution to ensure that it will not lead to unsustainable finances, and so reduced healthcare, in the future. But borrowing for healthcare investment can provide an economic as well as social return, as a healthier population can be more productive and skilled workers are more likely to stay in countries with decent healthcare.

Recommendations
As campaigners in the UK, we focus our recommendations on what the UK government and institutions in which it plays a large role, such as the World Bank, should do. The UK government has consistently criticised the expense of health PPPs in the UK, yet continually promotes them globally. The main reason it does so is presumably to create opportunities for UK companies with PPP experience to win contracts. The UK government should stop this dishonest promotion and instead tell the world the true cost of health PPPs.

1. UK aid should stop funding schemes which solely promote PPPs.
2. UK aid and the World Bank should only support health investments which are accountable and have been shown to be the best solution from the point of view of cost, quality and providing universal access to healthcare.
3. DFID and the World Bank should only support health investments which are fully included in the government accounts, including all realised and contingent liabilities which arise from them.
4. The IMF and World Bank should include all PPPs costs in their Debt Sustainability Analyses.
5. UK government aid should not be spent through the Foreign Office.
6. The UK Foreign Office, UK Trade and Investment, Healthcare UK and DFID should tell partner governments and citizens in the global South the truth about PPPs in the UK.
7. The UK government should urgently advance measures to tackle tax avoidance and evasion.
8. When lending money for any health investments, the UK and World Bank should ensure this is done responsibly, in line with UNCTAD principles on responsible lending and borrowing.

2. The UK’s experience of PPPs

This report concerns Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) in healthcare, known in the UK as the Private Finance Initiative (PFI). Use of the term PPP is now widespread, but it is very unhelpful given that many different types of economic activity involve the public sector and private sector working together in some form of partnership. Proponents of PPPs use the term to refer to a huge variety of short- and long-term contracts with different forms and degrees of involvement of the private and public sector.

This report covers PPPs which are similar to the UK’s PFI, where a long-term contract exists for a private company to build and/or manage all or a significant amount of a healthcare facility such as a hospital. In return, the government guarantees to make payments to use the facility and/or guarantees to make-up any short fall in revenue from user charges, ensuring any financial risks associated with the project remain with the public sector. The report looks at how, even though such PPPs have failed in the UK, the UK government continues to promote them around the world.

How a PPP works

Figure 1 illustrates how a typical PPP might work. In the UK there are largely no user fees in the public health system and so they have not been a feature of PPPs. PPPs do not have to involve user fees, as public funds collected via taxation can be the source of revenue for the private companies. Where user fees do exist as part of a PPP, these are either passed to the PPP company indirectly via the government, with the government committing to make guaranteed payments to the company, or the private company collects them directly, in which case the company usually insists on the government guaranteeing to make-up any ‘shortfall’ in income.

UK healthcare PPPs were developed from the mid-1990s as part of a general programme by the UK government to use PPPs to invest in public infrastructure, also including schools, housing, the military, prisons, offices, roads, railways and waste. It is now widely accepted that one of the main reasons the government used PPPs was to avoid the investments appearing in official government debt figures, even though they cost the government more
than if it had borrowed directly to fund the infrastructure. Professor Dieter Helm of Oxford University told a UK parliament investigation PPPs in the UK had been “an exercise to get investment off the public balance sheet so that the debt numbers look better than they otherwise would have done”.  

As the IMF’s Fiscal Affairs Department says, “in many countries, investment projects have been procured as PPPs not for efficiency reasons, but to circumvent budget constraints and postpone recording the fiscal costs of providing infrastructure services”. The World Bank’s PPP Reference Guide states that “whether or not PPP commitments are recognized as expenses or liabilities can (...) influence a government’s decision to pursue PPPs, or how to structure them, in a way that is not driven by the fundamental objective of achieving value for money”.  

£13.8 billion was invested in UK hospitals through PPPs between 1992 and 2015, accounting for 24% of UK PPPs by value. In return, in order to use these hospitals the UK government has committed to paying £88.1 billion between 1992 and 2050. This figure is not directly comparable to the investment value as it includes operating costs as well as the investment, although the UK’s Secretary of State for International Trade Dr Liam Fox said as recently as April 2017: “NHS hospitals owe the taxpayer a legacy of debt repayment that will amount to up to 7 times the original capital cost.”  

PPPs have cost far more in the UK than if the government had borrowed money directly to invest, and then contracted companies to build the hospital. In 2011 a review by the UK parliament’s Treasury Committee found that “The use of PPP has the effect of increasing the cost of finance for public investments relative to what would be available to the government if it borrowed on its own account.” A 2015 review by the UK National Audit Office, the independent public body responsible for investigating government accounts, found that PPP investment more than doubles a project’s cost to the public sector. A 2008 study found that the average interest rate on PPP debt was 8%, whilst the average rate, fixed for 30 years, on UK government borrowing between 2000 and 2007 was 4.5%.  

Health economist Allyson Pollock has said that PPPs are a “one hospital for the price of two” policy. The higher interest alone has doubled the cost of PPP hospitals compared to alternatives, and other costs such as transaction fees, high private sector profits and high service charges mean their cost is probably even higher.

References:
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35 Calculated from https://uk.investing.com
Box 1: UK government senior minister’s criticism of PPPs

“In other countries this would be called looting, here it is called the PPP.”

BORIS JOHNSON MP, FOREIGN SECRETARY

“One of my biggest concerns is that many of the hospitals now facing huge deficits are seeing their situation made infinitely worse by PFI debt.”

JEREMY HUNT MP, SECRETARY OF STATE FOR HEALTH

“We all know from reports that have gone to parliament the cost that [PFI] has ultimately given the taxpayer.”

DR LIAM FOX MP, SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE

The extra cost calculated by the UK Treasury Committee and National Audit Office does not include paying private companies profit under PPPs, nor the possibly more expensive running costs of PPPs compared to the public sector managing a hospital directly. Across all PPP projects in the UK, the average annual rate of return (ie profit) on equity invested in PPP projects has been 29 per cent, double the 12–15 per cent presented in business cases at the start of projects.41

The scale of these payments is putting pressure on the delivery of health services in the UK.42 The payments fall primarily on local National Health Service (NHS) Trusts, which do not tend to be compensated by the central UK government to help meet the higher costs of having PPPs to pay for. For example, the Calderdale Royal Hospital PPP (see Box 2 on page 10) is a significant contributor to the closure of the nearby Accident and Emergency Department at Huddersfield Hospital, because they are both part of the same Trust.

Jonathan Fielden, chair of the British Medical Association’s consultants’ committee, has said that PPP debts are “distorting clinical priorities” and impacting the treatment given to patients.43 Jean Shaoul, Professor at Manchester Business School concludes that PPPs in the UK have been “an enormous financial disaster in terms of cost” adding: “Frankly, it’s very corrupt… no rational government, looking at the interests of the citizenry as a whole, would do this”.44

The impact of PPPs on healthcare and government finances in the UK have been heavily criticised across the political spectrum. The current Secretaries of State for Foreign Affairs, Health, Trade and International Development have all criticised PPPs in the UK, including in the health sector (see Box 1 above).

Whilst health PPPs can still be built in the UK, their number and value has declined dramatically in recent years. In the six years from 2004 to 2009, 62 health PPPs were agreed, with a total investment value of £8.5 billion. In the following six years from 2010 to 2015, four health PPPs were agreed, with an investment value of £1.1 billion (see Graph 1 on page 9).45 This decline is probably due to increased awareness of the costs and to changes in accounting rules which means PPP costs are more likely to appear in some government accounts, though they are still excluded from net government debt figures.46

The fall in investment in PPPs is not due to declining public investment in health since the UK’s financial crisis.

38 Hansard HC Deb, 2 June 2015, c449 http://www.theyworkforyou.com/debates/?id=2015-06-02a.448.3&s=debt#g449.2
40 http://priwiltham.com/content/mid-essex-nhs-trust-risk-costly-pfi
41 European Services Strategy Unit, PPP equity database http://www.european-services-strategy.org.uk/ppp-equity-database/ppp-equity-database/
45 These numbers do not include PPPs in local health care facilities under the LIFT programme, as the UK Treasury does not include these in its figures of PFI health facilities. £2.47 billion has been invested in total through LIFT PPPs http://www.citycare-sharedagenda.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/CITY%20PFI%20LIFT%20Briefing%20Document_APPROVED.pdf
46 See evidence by David Head to the UK parliament’s Treasury Select Committee https://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201012/cmselect/cmtreasy/1146/114605.htm
and recession began in 2008. Total public investment in health actually increased in 2008–2010, and while it has fallen since 2010, this does not explain the fall in PPP investment (see Graph 2 below). PPPs made up a much smaller proportion of healthcare investment from 2008–2013 than 2001–2007.

Whilst the UK has completed more health PPPs than any other country in the world, other sources of investment in public healthcare have still been greater. Even at its height in 2006 and 2007, PPPs were only responsible for 35% of UK public health investment. In total between 1997 and 2013 they have been responsible for just 13%, and between 2008 and 2013 just 4% (see Graph 2 below).

For a more detailed review of the problems of PPPs in the UK, see Jubilee Debt Campaign’s briefing The UK’s PPPs Disaster: Lessons on private finance for the rest of the world available at http://jubileedebt.org.uk/reports-briefings/briefing/ukss-ppps-disaster-lessongprivate-finance-rest-world

Graph 1: Number and value of health PPPs agreed in the UK, 1996–2015

Graph 2: PPP and other public investment in health in the UK, 1997 to 2013


Box 2: Calderdale Royal Hospital

Calderdale Royal is a hospital built through a PPP in the West Yorkshire region of northern England between 1998 and 2001. It was initially expected to cost £34 million, but this almost trebled to £98 million by the time it was built. Under the terms of the contract, the local health service has to pay £312 million over 30 years to the private company to cover debt principal and interest payments. In contrast, if the government had borrowed the money directly, with an interest rate at the turn of the millennium of 5%, the total cost over 30 years would have been £127 million. The hospital cost £185 million or 150% more than it should have done. Another hospital and a half could have been built instead.

The local health service also has to pay an additional charge every year for building and maintenance services. This totals £488 million over 30 years, bringing the total cost to £800 million. Local Conservative Member of Parliament Jason McCartney has called the PPP deal “scandalous” whilst local Labour Member of Parliament Barry Sheerman has said: “What sort of a deal was it when a relatively standard hospital was built but then left with enormous long term debt. Who are these sharp people from the city in suits that have run rings round the hospital trust when it was constructed?”

The huge payments for Calderdale Royal have contributed to a funding crisis for the local health service, which covers both Calderdale Royal Hospital and Huddersfield Hospital, because the money given to the hospitals by the UK government is not enough to cover all the payments. In response, the decision has been taken to close one of the hospitals’ Accident and Emergency Department. Furthermore, because the local health service is legally obliged to make the high payments to use Calderdale Royal, it has chosen to close the Accident and Emergency at Huddersfield Hospital instead. 130,000 local people have signed petitions against closure, with widespread demonstrations.

Calderdale Royal Hospital PPP has both increased the cost of healthcare for the UK government and thus the British public, and at the same time forced a reduction in health services in the area.

51 Some facts and figures about Calderdale Royal Hospital PFI debt repayments http://www.emergencyd.org.uk/archives/11434
52 This assumes a mortgage style payment system, where the same total amount is paid every year, with principal being paid off from the start. This replicates the kind of payment schedule as exists under the PPP deal.
3. How the UK is promoting healthcare PPPs

Despite the expensive failure of PPPs in the UK, the UK government continues to promote them around the world. The UK government tells other countries PPPs have been a success, whilst criticising their record in Britain, thus painting an unfair, unbalanced picture of their impact. The promotion of PPPs by the UK government is part of a wider effort being undertaken by international agencies and other governments.

3.1 Department of Health and Department for International Trade

In 2013 the Department of Health, NHS England and UK Trade and Investment created Healthcare UK, a public body whose purpose is to promote British companies working in healthcare around the world, including on PPPs. Healthcare UK has promoted PPPs in UK hospitals as being successful, for example in one promotional brochure saying: “Through partnership with the private sector, PPPs enable the delivery of efficient, cost-effective and measurable public services within modern facilities whilst minimising the financial risk. The UK is the acknowledged world-leader in healthcare PPPs, harnessing the best in public and private sector skills and innovation to provide outstanding healthcare facilities.”

An example Healthcare UK uses to promote PPPs is the St Bartholomew’s and The Royal London New Hospitals PPP. This is the largest hospital PPP in the UK, with a huge investment cost of £1.149 billion, and the government committing to pay over six times more – £7.194 billion – to use it between 2007 and 2048. As of 2017, annual payments have reached £135 million and continue to increase each year.

These payments are contributing to huge pressure on local health care services. Managers have responded by cutting services and quality of care. In March 2015, the local health service was found to have serious failings in quality of care, partly because of the huge costs imposed by the PPP scheme. By 2016, the local health service had the largest financial deficit of any local service in UK history. Professor Chris Ham, chief executive of the health thinktank the King’s Fund said “In the case of Barts, these [financial] pressures have been exacerbated by the costs of a major PFI development.”

The Department for International Trade and Department of Health have promotional literature aimed at other countries saying: “The UK is a world-leading innovator in project financing, particularly through its pioneering approach to public private partnerships (PPPs). These partnerships harness the best in public and private-sector skills for the cost-effective provision of modern, high-quality public services. You can work with UK organisations to develop your own models of PPP, assured by our track record of delivering successful programmes for acute, primary, community and mental health facilities. You can use our integrated PPP offering as a one-stop service, from strategic advice and project management to securing finance.”

Healthcare UK also uses government money to hold events to promote PPPs and UK companies seeking to win contracts linked to health PPPs in other countries. For example, in April 2017, Healthcare UK hosted an event for government officials from Colombia, Mexico and Peru to “inform delegates of the UK’s experience in developing public-private-partnerships” and to help UK companies win contracts on an expected £1.5 billion of healthcare PPPs being developed in Latin America.

3.2 Department for International Development

DFID uses UK aid money to promote PPPs through various schemes. Among these was the IFC’s health PPP advisory facility, via the partnership “Harnessing non-state actors

63 Department for International Trade and Department of Health (2016). The UK: your partner for healthcare infrastructure services. 03/03/16. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-uk-your-partner-for-healthcare-infrastructure/the-uk-your-partner-for-infrastructure
for better health for the poor’ (HANSHEP). HANSHEP itself, which ran from 2012 to 2016, specifically aimed to promote health PPPs and disseminate lessons learned.\(^65\)

DfID contributed £3.6 million to a total budget of £10.25 million for HANSHEP. The aim was "to test the possibility to use PPP as an innovative finance mechanism to leverage private sector investment for better delivery of health services to the poor".\(^66\) This was set up well after the high costs of UK health PPPs were known and widely publicised.

The project was also meant to collect "evidence on the adaptation and implementation of health PPPs in low income countries (LICs) and disseminate this evidence together with success stories and lessons learned amongst health and finance policy makers in the developing world".\(^67\) However, if this evidence has been collected it has not been disseminated as DfID has refused to release the evaluation of what the Pilot Health PPP Advisory Facility actually achieved.\(^68\)

More generally, DfID has been using aid to fund the institutions pushing PPPs across all sectors. Between 2002 and 2015 DfID disbursed £832 million from its aid budget to the Private Infrastructure Development Group (PIDG), covering 71% of the contributions by all donors.\(^69\) PIDG works through various subsidiaries to promote PPPs to finance infrastructure in developing countries.

DfID also funds the Public-Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility (PPIAF) which was created by the governments of the UK and Japan in 1999, and is housed in the World Bank. PPIAF works to increase private sector participation in infrastructure, primarily through PPPs.\(^70\) PPIAF says that in 2016 and 2017, DfID will give it £18 million, just over 50% of its income of £34.8 million over the two years.\(^71\)

DfID also work with other parts of the UK government to promote health PPPs through their country programmes. For example, in May 2016 DfID and UK Trade and Investment organised a PPP workshop in Istanbul for officials from the government of Afghanistan, including Deputy Ministers for many departments including health. The British Embassy in Kabul later stated that the "Ministry of Public Health is considering PPP for hospitals". UK law firm DLA Piper was one of the companies paid by the UK government to be advisors at the event.\(^72\) In November 2016 Afghanistan advertised for an advisor to develop the use of PPPs.\(^73\)

### 3.3 Foreign and Commonwealth Office

Through UK embassies and high commissions, the Foreign Office has been playing a key role in promoting health PPPs. This work is often funded by the Prosperity Fund, the Foreign Office’s part of the aid budget. The Cross-government Prosperity Fund has a budget of £1.3 billion between 2016 and 2021. This is £55 million a year for 2016–17, rising to £350 million a year by 2019–20.\(^74\)

The Institute for Fiscal Studies has warned that the impact of UK aid on reducing poverty is being diluted by the government using it to promote the interests of British companies, and channelling more aid through departments other than DfID, such as the Foreign Office.\(^75\)

The Foreign Office has been using some of this aid to promote PPPs. For example, in July 2015 the British High Commission in Zambia held a training event in PPPs. Acting High Commissioner Sean Melbourne said: "We are inviting experts from the UK as well as participants from around Zambia to hear about our [the UK’s] experience with PPPs, and indeed the Zambian experience, and to see where there are lessons to be learnt. There are, in Zambia, good prospects for a number of projects using the PPP model. Zambia needs to continually look for alternative sources of funding for infrastructure development in order to spur its economic development."

The training was paid for out of the Prosperity Fund and therefore counted as aid.\(^76\)

Sean Melbourne is quoted on the UK government’s website as saying: “The British Government is keen to promote UK-Zambia trade for the benefit of both countries and to share its expertise in the development and successful implementation of Public Private Partnerships.”\(^77\) Nowhere is there any indication that PPPs have been widely discredited in Britain, including by government ministers. In April 2016 the British High Commission in Zambia hosted a further training workshop on Public-Private Partnerships.\(^78\)

For the last ten years there has been talk of developing health PPPs in Zambia, though none have actually been completed. Two are listed on the website of the Zambia Development Agency.\(^79\) One of these is listed
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as being a hospital in Lusaka. Austrian company AME International conducted consultancy on a PPP hospital for Lusaka between September 2007 and March 2008. In April 2016 the Health Minister, speaking in parliament, indicated a PPP would be pursued for services at part of the University Teaching Hospital in Lusaka, but this would not involve any construction.

In 2013, a PPP hospital was being considered in Solwezi, with scoping for the project funded by HANSHEP (ie, UK aid from DFID) in which a private company would upgrade a hospital, and receive guaranteed minimum amounts from the government and mining companies to use it. So far, there is no evidence of any of these health PPPs in Zambia progressing.

The Foreign Office’s use of aid money to promote PPPs both uses UK companies and seeks to win contracts for other UK companies. For example, between 2013 and 2017, UK company LSE Enterprise was contracted by the Foreign Office to “share with Brazil the UK’s expertise and experiences in how to implement an efficient policy and frameworks related to Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs)”.

The Foreign Office’s assessment of this work says that sharing the “UK experience with PPPs” led to “social infrastructure PPPs in areas such as health” being set as a priority in north-eastern Brazil and that this “will create significant business opportunities for UK companies.”

The Foreign Office’s use of the Prosperity Fund to channel aid money into PPP promotion is likely to continue under current government policy. For example, in January 2016 the Southern Africa Prosperity Fund called for bids from companies for interventions to increase PPPs in infrastructure in Angola, Malawi, Namibia, South Africa and Tanzania.

3.4 International Finance Corporation, World Bank

The World Bank, in which the UK plays a major role and is a significant donor, is often central to PPP deals, including in the health sector. Most often this is through the International Finance Corporation (IFC) part of the World Bank, which exists to fund private companies. For example, the IFC played a central role in arranging the now notorious Queen ‘Mamohato Memorial Hospital in Lesotho.

Oxfam and the Consumers Protection Association of Lesotho have exposed the scandal of the hospital where, under the 18-year contract, the private company Tsepong – which was set up to run the PPP (led by South Africa’s Netcare) built a new public hospital and delivers all clinical services for it. By 2014 the hospital was already costing the government $67 million a year, three times more than the old public hospital would have cost, while costs were expected to increase by 64% over the following three years. Oxfam say that shareholders in Tsepong are expecting an annual 25% return on their investment, though the company says it is “only” 17% when accounting for inflation.

The IFC played a central role in the project design, including acting on behalf of the Lesotho government in the planning, tendering and contract negotiation. This included being paid a $720,000 ‘success fee’ when the contract between the government and Tsepong was signed. UK company Turenne Consulting also worked on the PPP.

As well as being paid for concluding PPP deals, the IFC judges its performance on whether deals are completed, rather than assessing their impact on government finances and the quality and coverage of services provided. For example, between 2012 and 2013 the IFC spent $270,000 advising on two PPP dialysis centres in Bangladesh. The “Development results” of the project are listed by the IFC as being that one bid has been conducted and one concession signed, rather than any benefits to the people of Bangladesh.

The UK has also been involved with promoting PPPs in Bangladesh, with the DFID-funded body PPIAF running a programme since 2014 to develop PPP projects in infrastructure and basic services. In September 2014 UK law firm Eversheds were appointed as legal advisors to the Bangladesh government’s PPP office.
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Double standards: How the UK promotes rip-off health PPPs abroad

The World Bank’s failure to consider the financial and poverty impact of PPPs was revealed in an evaluation by the Bank’s own Independent Evaluation Group in 2014. This found that of 442 PPPs supported by the World Bank across numerous sectors, assessments of their impact on poverty were conducted for just nine of them (2%), and of their fiscal impact for just 12 (3%).

In 2016 the Independent Evaluation Group also conducted an investigation into World Bank support for health PPPs. This found that the World Bank does not present all options for the provision of health services in a country, with public procurement being considered as an alternative to PPPs in just 8% of cases. The IEG concludes that “the efficiency and desirability from a social perspective of the PPP cannot be established without a comparison with the alternatives, the main one being the public option.”

The IEG also again found that “There is little evidence that fiscal implications are assessed consistently, even if the proposed PPP could have significant fiscal implications” and that there is “inadequate” monitoring and evaluation of health PPPs to be able to track results and learn from experience.

DFID has worked closely with the World Bank on promoting PPPs, as is seen through programmes it has funded bilaterally and set up within the World Bank such as HANSHEP and PPIAF. The UK government also holds 4.5% of the votes at the IFC and is one of just seven countries which have their own Executive Director at the IFC (other countries have to share).

Figure 2 below gives details of the UKs promotion of PPPs and the companies involved.

Figure 2: UKs promotion of PPPs and the companies involved

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UK promotion of PPPs:</th>
<th>DFID</th>
<th>Foreign Office</th>
<th>Healthcare UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status of PPPs in health:</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>Proposed / in development</td>
<td>Stalled / cancelled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DfID has worked closely with the World Bank on promoting PPPs, as is seen through programmes it has funded bilaterally and set up within the World Bank such as HANSHEP and PPIAF. The UK government also holds 4.5% of the votes at the IFC and is one of just seven countries which have their own Executive Director at the IFC (other countries have to share). Figure 2 below gives details of the UKs promotion of PPPs and the companies involved.

97 The other six are the US, Japan, Germany, France, China and Saudi Arabia.
4. Country cases: The extent of health PPPs in the global South

Because the PPP concept is broad and ill-defined – perhaps deliberately – and is used to refer to many types of relationship between the public and private sectors, it is difficult to estimate the true scale of what is happening in health PPPs. In our analysis we have tried to identify health PPP schemes which are similar to those in the UK – a long-term contract for a private company to build and/or manage all or a significant amount of a healthcare facility. In total we have found 23 countries in which such PPPs in health have been completed, are proposed or in development, or are stalled or cancelled.

We have identified five countries where such schemes have been completed: Brazil, Lesotho, Nigeria, Peru and Turkey.

In Peru, the UK’s Foreign Office had a project to “Use UK experience of Public-Private Partnerships in the health sector to develop the PPP framework and tendering process for health projects in Peru.” The project was funded with UK aid money.99

Two PPP hospitals subsequently opened in Peru in 2014. It has been reported that the total investment was $126 million and that there are two sets of payments for construction costs – $11.1 million a year for 15 years and $9.8 million a year for seven years.100 This works out at an average equivalent interest cost of 11.1%, compared to Peru being able to borrow at 6% interest through dollar-denominated bonds.101 However, in addition it has been reported that $176 million a year is paid by the public sector for the running costs102 which include clinical as well as non-clinical services.

Alexandro Saco from Peruvian health campaign ForoSalud says that 40 health PPP projects were proposed but “thanks to campaigning by various sectors they fortunately were not implemented”.103 A 2014 study by ForoSalud said: “There is no evidence to suggest that the greater participation of private finance in health will improve the health conditions of the population. On the contrary, there are studies that point out that PPPs complicate the management of the system and generate greater inequality.”104

In addition, we have found fifteen countries where health PPPs have been proposed or are in development: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Brazil, Fiji, India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Liberia, Nigeria, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Sierra Leone, Turkey, Vietnam and Zambia.

The UK has been actively promoting PPPs in Vietnam for several years. The UK Embassy organised a workshop on PPPs for Vietnamese government officials on PPPs in October 2010. Kate Harrison, Deputy Head of Mission at the British Embassy, said PPPs have been a cornerstone of the modernisation of the public service delivery in the UK. She continued: “I hope that the UK can now share its experience with Vietnam at a time when Vietnam is looking at new ways of finding finance for crucial infrastructure projects.”105

The UK monarchy’s Prince Andrew was at the same event and said: “we see the concept of Public Private Partnerships as being a key ingredient to deliver the necessary infrastructure which will bring increased trade and investment.”106

Between 2012 and 2015 DFID spent £1.4 million of aid money on a project to develop PPPs in Vietnam.107 Since July 2016 the Foreign Office has been using aid money to “fund expert analysis of the Public Private Partnership (PPP) financing framework in order to develop the ground rules for government support in financing PPP projects”.108

All the lobbying and promotion by the UK government may have started to pay-off. In May 2017 it was reported that Vietnam “is attempting to attract private investment in healthcare PPPs”.109

There are also seven countries in which health PPPs have been in development and have either stalled or been
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cancelled: Benin, Egypt, Ghana, Grenada, Honduras, Namibia and Nigeria. There are therefore more countries with stalled projects than completed ones. In terms of preventing governments from being trapped in expensive PPP schemes this is a good thing. However, it also shows that the promotion of PPPs is wasting time and money, distracting from solutions to providing better and more widespread healthcare. In the UK, the European Services Strategy Unit has shown that seven PPP hospital projects have been abandoned, but this still costs the government £51.2 million.\(^{110}\)

In Egypt, the World Bank’s IFC advised the government on the contracts for two new hospitals to be built as PPPs in Alexandria. Contracts were first signed in 2012 and were expected to be completed by 2014. A consortium called Bareeq Hospitals Company won both 20-year contracts, which include Egyptian private equity firm Bareeq Capital, as well as Egypt’s Detac, British company G4S and Germany’s Siemens Healthcare.\(^{111}\) The UK company Mott MacDonald was advisor for the PPPs.\(^{112}\)

In February 2017 the IFC told us that “While contracts for this project were signed in 2012, the project has not yet reached financial close (ie, reached final agreement). This is due to the political events that occurred in Egypt, as well as the significant devaluation of the Egyptian pound. The Government of Egypt and Bareeq consortium continue to discuss proceeding with the project, but no agreement has been reached yet.”\(^{113}\)

The UK government has continued to push PPPs in Egypt, as a way to spend government money whilst keeping the debt off the books. In 2015/16 DFID spent £1.75 million of aid on courses to promote PPPs, saying “PPPs are one way for Egypt to fund its infrastructure without worsening the fiscal deficit” (emphasis added).\(^{114}\) In reality, any PPP with contractual payments from the government will contribute to the fiscal deficit, and given the UK’s experience, probably cause a greater deficit than interest payments on direct government borrowing.

5. Country cases: The UK’s promotion of PPPs

Of the 23 countries we have identified with active, proposed or stalled health PPPs, in at least 18 of them the UK government has been promoting PPPs, despite its own experience of how ruinously expensive they are. In addition, the UK government has been promoting health PPPs in a further three countries – China, Colombia and Jamaica – though we have not yet found evidence of UK style health PPPs being proposed. The UK’s Foreign Office has promoted PPPs in 15 countries, DFID in nine countries and UKTI and/or Healthcare UK in six.

This includes promoting PPPs to some of the most impoverished countries in the world. In Liberia, the UK Embassy in Monrovia ran a training for Liberian government officials and others in PPPs in January 2016, when the country was still recovering from the devastation of the Ebola epidemic. The training was paid for by the UK government and run by British Expertise International and the Law Society of England and Wales.\(^{115}\)

The UK Embassy has also funded a PPP readiness assessment report for Liberia by UK company Altra Capital Limited, which was launched at a further two-day PPP training funded by the UK Embassy. The Liberian media reported that British Ambassador David Belgrave said PPPs have “benefitted other countries, including the United Kingdom” though he did hint at the huge costs in the UK saying that “there were lessons learnt along the way.”\(^{116}\)

Liberia is now planning to build a National Diagnostics Centre (laboratory and radiology services) under a PPP deal at the JKF Medical Centre in Monrovia. The World Bank’s IFC “is advising MoH to develop this health
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projects [sic] as a Public Private Partnership”.117 The IFC told us at the end of February 2017 that the project has not yet been tendered, but that bidding for the project will take place in “coming months.”118

The UK Foreign Office has also been using British Expertise International to promote PPPs in neighbouring Sierra Leone. In January 2016 the UK High Commission funded a two-day PPP workshop for Sierra Leone government officials, run by British Expertise International and the Law Society of England and Wales. Speaking at the opening address, the Deputy High Commissioner, Paul McGrade, emphasised the role of private sector finance in the delivery of the Government’s six post-Ebola recovery priorities, which the UK supported. He highlighted the potential for PPPs to “create a partnership approach that can bring in investment” and he hoped the workshop would “identify practical ways of improving the business environment, in which partnership with private sector investment can be made more attractive”.119

In May 2016, it was announced that a consultant is being sought for a proposed health PPP in Sierra Leone. The IFC is again “advising the department to develop the health project as a PPP”.120

Another country receiving such training is Namibia. In February 2016, the British High Commission in Namibia held a two-day training session “to share key lessons arising from UK experience” in order “to support the development of PPP” in Namibia. The training was again run by UK company British Expertise alongside the Law Society of England and Wales.121

The government of Namibia has shown interest in PPPs in the health sector,122 and a PPP sub-unit has been created in the Ministry of Health.123 In February 2017 the National Council (Parliament) rejected a PPP Bill. The Standing Committee chairperson Lebbius Tobias expressed concern that PPPs might be too costly for the country and would result in the country moving into further financial strain.124 However, the Act was subsequently passed in June 2017.125

In some cases the UK has even tried to promote healthcare PPPs by bringing over officials from other governments to visit UK PPP hospitals it otherwise regards as unaffordable. In December 2015, the British Embassy held a three-day seminar to promote PPPs in Honduras. The British Embassy for Honduras said: “The United Kingdom encourages the development of PPPs”.126 This was followed-up in September 2016 when the Foreign Office, along with the UK Treasury, held a workshop on PPPs for 16 officials from the governments of El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras. The workshop visited UK PPP projects including West Middlesex Hospital.127

West Middlesex Hospital PPP was completed in 2003 with an investment cost of £55 million, yet government guaranteed payments for the hospital total £458 million between 2004 and 2036.128 West Middlesex Hospital PPP was criticised by then Conservative Secretary of State for Health Andrew Lansley in 2013 as one of several hospitals which “have been landed with PFI deals they simply cannot afford”.129 In 2011 the right-wing Daily Telegraph newspaper listed the deal as one of 22 health PPPs which could lead to hospitals closing because of excessive costs.130

The DfID funded PPIAF also have a programme to help Central American countries, including Honduras, “to develop, manage and implement PPP investment projects”,131 across different sectors.

Turkey is one of the countries more advanced in implementing healthcare PPPs, and again the UK government has been very active in promoting them. For example, Turkish officials have been brought to the UK to implement healthcare PPPs, and again the UK government has been very active in promoting them. For example, Turkish officials have been brought to the UK to visit PPP hospitals.

In 2013, Turkey passed a law to allow Build-Lease-Transfer hospital PPPs, a very similar model to the UK, with private companies given public land on which to
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build hospitals which are then leased back to the state using fixed contracts for 25–30 years, after which the hospital comes into state ownership.\textsuperscript{132}

In September 2014, the UK government organised a three-day mission in the UK for Turkish officials from the Ministry of Health, and Turkish business people, – called “Healthcare Is GREAT” – to learn about PPPs in the health sector. According to a spokesperson for Healthcare UK, the mission: “spent three busy days ‘seeing and doing’, getting together for formal and informal meetings, having in-depth discussions on a range of topics including talking about how PFI and PPP has worked well in the health sector, and where it has been more of a challenge. In Britain, we’ve been there and done it, so the Turkish contractors and officials were very interested in learning from our experiences. The objective of the visit was to give the contractors some insight into what British companies have to offer.”\textsuperscript{133}

The continued development of healthcare PPPs in Turkey suggests officials were not given the opportunity to learn from the UK’s real experience of healthcare PPPs. In October 2016, the consultancy Frost & Sullivan listed 15 hospitals in Turkey for which PPP contracts have been signed, with a total ‘investment value’ of $8.4 billion.\textsuperscript{134}

The IFC states that the programme is expected to consist of 50 projects with investment totalling €20 billion. For one hospital, in Adana, in a conflict of interest the government, and an investor alongside the private sector.\textsuperscript{135} Contracts have been signed and the hospital is currently being built.

In January 2017, the British Embassy funded UK company Strategic Healthcare Planning to run a “series of two-day workshops for the Turkish Ministry of Health on the subject of PPP in healthcare”.\textsuperscript{136} The workshop coincided with the opening of Turkey’s first PPP hospital at Yozgat, a scheme in which Strategic Healthcare Planning had been previously involved.\textsuperscript{137}

The private equity investors in both Yozgat and Adana appear to be three Turkish companies alongside French company Meridiam. The private bank lenders to Yozgat are Mitsui Banking Corporation and the Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi (both Japanese), Germany’s Siemens and Italy’s Intesa. The UK government says British company Mott MacDonald has acted as an advisor on the first six hospital PPPs (Kayseri, Etilik, Bilkent, Ikitelli, Gaziantep and Adana).\textsuperscript{138}

DFID has also joined Healthcare UK in specifically pushing healthcare PPPs. In Pakistan, the Punjab health department say DFID consultants have been helping prepare PPPs in healthcare.\textsuperscript{139} UK company The Crown Agents were funded by the UK government to run a project with the Pakistan government, part of which was “to promote public private partnerships”.\textsuperscript{140} The Crown Agents reported that as a result of this “The government is now pursuing PPP strategies by enacting a new law and taking steps to launch PPP initiatives in some sectors.”\textsuperscript{141} The government of Punjab province has now proposed using PPPs to build new hospitals.\textsuperscript{142}
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6. The funding of health investments

6.1 PPPs do not provide new sources of funding and are generally more expensive than direct borrowing by public bodies

Proponents of PPPs speak as if they are the only way that governments can access otherwise unobtainable private investment to fund public healthcare. This is not true.

Investment in healthcare has to be paid for either by user fees or government spending. Moving towards greater use of user fees has consistently been shown to reduce access to healthcare, especially for the poor, and increase gender and other inequalities. Of course, where public health services are lacking, those who can afford it resort to private provision. But the aim of public policy should be to improve that provision to achieve what exists (at least for the moment) in the UK – healthcare free at the point of use.

PPPs work by a private company borrowing money to invest in a healthcare facility, while the government guarantees to pay to use it, or guarantees a certain point of use.

PPPs also do not give access to any private ‘expertise’ that would not otherwise be available. For instance, governments are still likely – and fully able – to use borrowed money to hire a construction firm to build a hospital if they borrow money themselves rather than through a PPP.

Furthermore, while PPPs offer no new access to finance than previously existed, in the UK they have been hugely more expensive. As an IMF Working Paper says more widely: "Large fiscal costs and fiscal risk have arisen from PPPs in both developing and advanced countries. Both traditional procurement and PPPs share common project risks, such as construction and demand risks. However, the above government bias and possible manipulation of PPPs add an important layer to the common project risks. An inadequate budgetary and/or statistical treatment may allow governments to ignore the impact of PPPs on public debt and deficit. In practice, governments often end up bearing more fiscal costs and risks than expected in the medium and longer term."\textsuperscript{147}

Maximilien Queyranne from the IMF Fiscal Affairs Department warns that the fiscal risks of PPPs are "potentially large" because they can be used to "move spending off budget and bypass spending controls" and "move debt off balance sheet and create contingent and future liabilities"\textsuperscript{148}

There are various reasons why PPPs are likely to be more expensive for the government than direct borrowing:

1) Cost of investment

Whether investment is through a PPP or direct government borrowing, the main determinant of the interest rate paid should be the confidence in the government’s ability to repay. However, in the UK’s case the interest rate on PPPs has been more than double the rate the government pays on its own debt. Adding the private intermediary appears to increase the interest rate paid by making the government one step removed, even though the PPP repayments are guaranteed by the government or public body.

2) Lack of competition

With a PPP contract there is only one possible moment of competition – the bidding for the long-term contract. The benefits of any efficiency improvements after this point
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go entirely to the private company, with no savings being passed on to the public. In contrast, if the government retained control over the project and brought in private companies for selected parts of it, such as different elements of the construction, there would be competitive bidding at each such step. Not using PPPs can be significantly more competitive than the monopoly of a long-term PPP contract.

Furthermore, even for the initial contract there are often very few bidders. Then, real negotiations only really begin at the ‘preferred bidder’ stage where one company has already been selected, and so therefore has already become a monopoly.

3) Lack of transparency

Similarly, one long-term contract with one company allows payments related to a public service to be hidden behind the mask of ‘commercial confidentiality’. This lack of transparency of PPPs increases the opportunity for corruption between the private and public sectors, and the inflated costs this puts on the public sector.

Public officials can benefit in various ways from favouring private companies, some less direct than others. One way PPPs are particularly susceptible to corruption is through the negotiation or renegotiation which takes place after the initial bids. In the Odebrecht corruption scandal in Latin America, the Brazilian company won contracts “by making low bids and then corruptly securing big increases in costs through addenda—in some cases when the ink on the contract was barely dry”.

The Economist reports that “José Luís Guasch, formerly at the World Bank, has found that 78% of all transport PPPs in Latin America have been renegotiated, with an average of four addenda per contract and a cost increase of $30m per addendum ... Such contract changes can be ‘fertile ground for corruption’, Mr Guasch says.”

The UK is not immune from links between government officials and private companies. Alan Milburn was UK Secretary of State for Health between 1999 and 2003, and therefore oversaw much of the healthcare PPP programme. Since leaving government he has been given jobs with consultancy PWC to “grow its presence in the health market” and Bridgepoint Capital which has been involved in financing private health care companies moving into the UK’s NHS.

4) Profit for private companies

Private companies of course seek a profit on their involvement in PPPs. In the UK and Lesotho healthcare PPPs, the annual return on equity investments has been around 25%. If a government borrows directly there are no high profits to be paid on equity invested, because all the investment comes from borrowing, and so the cost is only the interest rate paid by the government. Hence more public funds are available to be invested in healthcare provision.

5) Complexity of contracts

The long-term and all-encompassing nature of PPP contracts makes them highly complex, covering a huge range of construction and operational issues and eventualities over 20 or more years. This leaves under-resourced or inexperienced governments at risk of being completely out-manoeuvred by the experienced private companies and their consultants and lawyers who, as has been seen in the UK, are adept at ensuring they get a high return at low risk to themselves. Gordon Brown, former UK Finance Minister and Prime Minister who oversaw the healthcare PPP programme in the UK, said at a conference in London in November 2015: “the private sector try to transfer all the risk of PPPs back to public sector, as we found to our cost in the UK with PFI schemes”.

6) High transaction costs

This complexity also means expensive lawyers and consultants are hired in by both sides of a deal, pushing up the transaction costs. Research for the European Investment Bank has found that such transaction costs for PPP deals have not received much attention, but amount to “well over 10% of the total project capital value”.

7) Reducing budget flexibility

Finally, signing a long-term contract for a PPP ties a government in to paying for the service provided for the contract’s length. In the UK’s case this has been at least three decades. There is no flexibility to change services in response to changes in the population and / or improvements in government capabilities, experience and policy. Similarly, where projects go wrong, the risk remains with the public sector, rather than being passed on to the private sector. Maximilien Queyranne from the

IMF Fiscal Affairs Department warns that PPPs “reduce budget flexibility in the long term”. 155

Despite this extra expense, the reason PPPs are attractive to governments is that they enable investment to take place without the debt appearing on the government books. This allows governments to circumvent national budget rules and accountability processes, or rules and analyses from lenders on debt sustainability. A widely acknowledged reason the UK government undertook so many PPPs was in order to invest without the debt being added to the official public debt figures.

6.2 Public borrowing and taxation

Ultimately the best source of funds to pay for healthcare investments and ongoing services is government revenue raised from taxation. This allows for service provision to be universal – ensuring equal treatment for all regardless of income or wealth – and cost effective, through efficiencies of scale and not needing to run complex and costly insurance schemes.

Ideally enough income would be collected in taxes to fund both ongoing services and investment in health, and so there would be no need for borrowing and paying interest. However, the reality is that for many countries government revenue is well below what is needed to provide a decent health service to meet basic needs. Increasing taxation of those who can most afford it, including tackling tax avoidance and evasion, is key to being able to fund sustainable health services. Borrowing for health investment can enable more needs to be met now, but the interest paid on borrowing means a higher cost to governments in the future. Unfortunately, the history of debt crises over the last four decades shows that when debt payments are high, public services including health are cut. There are currently 29 governments in the global South which spend more on external debt payments than they do on healthcare (see Table 1 opposite).

While government borrowing is likely to be a cheaper way to fund health investments than PPPs, governments should still exercise caution that borrowing will not lead to unsustainable finances and runaway public debts, and so reduced funding for healthcare, in the future. But borrowing for healthcare investment can provide an economic as well as social return, as a healthier population can be more productive and skilled workers are more likely to stay in countries where decent healthcare is provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>External debt payments as proportion of government revenue</th>
<th>Public health expenditure as proportion of government revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhutan</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lao P.D.R.</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


156 Where they are available, the figures for government external debt payments as a proportion of revenue come from IMF and World Bank Debt Sustainability Assessments conducted for individual countries since the start of 2016. In total these cover 44 countries in the global South. http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/dsa/lic.aspx?fl=0&pg=0 For other countries government external debt payments are from the World Bank’s International Debt Statistics 2017 and


Double standards: How the UK promotes rip-off health PPPs abroad
When governments borrow, there are two crucial decisions to be made – whether to borrow from domestic savers or external lenders, and whether to borrow in foreign currencies such as dollars, or in the local currency. For many countries in the global South, government borrowing is one of the main sources of foreign currency, and foreign currency is needed to buy imports. Borrowing from external, rather than domestic, sources is therefore ultimately needed to fund imports of equipment and expertise from outside the country. But where investment can be sourced locally domestic borrowing can and should be used. Any health investment is likely to be able to use significant local materials and workers, for example by using local construction firms. But imports of certain equipment and expertise are also likely to be needed, suggesting mixed sources of lending. Such decisions currently tend to be taken at a macro-level across all government borrowing. However, the more the requirements of individual projects are used to determine these macro-level decisions, the more clearly they can be tied to the rationale behind investment projects, and the more likely the lending will be invested well.

7. Recommendations

As campaigners in the UK, we focus our recommendations on what the UK government and institutions in which the UK government plays a large role, such as the World Bank, should do.

The UK government has consistently criticised the expense of health PPPs in the UK, yet spends considerable resources promoting them globally. It should stop this immediately, and tell the world the true cost and risks of health PPPs.

1) UK aid should stop funding schemes which solely promote PPPs.

It is right for UK aid money to be spent on helping countries work out the best solutions to providing quality, sustainable healthcare which reaches the poor.

This should be done by being willing to fund the option that works best in the country. However, DfID money for schemes such as HANSHEP, PPIAF and PIDG by definition promote PPPs rather than making money available to be spent on other forms of healthcare investment. Money should be put into funds that are open to a range of solutions that are nationally and locally appropriate.

2) UK aid and the World Bank should only support health investments which are accountable and have been shown to be the best solution from the point of view of cost, quality and providing universal access to healthcare.

No health investment should be supported unless it is shown beforehand that it is cheaper than alternative means of investment. This would maximise the amount of public funds that go directly into healthcare investment rather than being channelled out of the health sector as profits to investors. Any health investment should also meet a set of principles around increasing access for the poor, being a step towards providing universal health coverage, maintaining respect for human rights, preserving the right to redress, ensuring the project does no harm, and maximising social benefit. Whether or not PPPs are introduced should be determined by policy processes in the country concerned. Donors should only support schemes which meet the criteria above, and they should never require PPPs as a policy condition of wider programmes such as IMF loans and World Bank and bilateral donor direct budget support.

3) DfID and the World Bank should only support health investments which are fully included in the government accounts, including all realised and contingent liabilities which arise from them.

The obligations from all health investments should be included in national accounts to ensure accountability and that all mechanisms are treated on a level playing field. Governments and financial institutions should not support any investments which hide liabilities.

4) The IMF and World Bank should include all the costs of PPPs in their Debt Sustainability Analyses.

At present, the contingent and realised liabilities from PPPs are not fully included in Debt Sustainability Analyses. They should be, to ensure that PPPs are not used as a way to hide liabilities, and to ensure all mechanisms for investment are accounted for in the same way.

158 For example see http://www.eurodad.org/files/pdf/55379eda24d40.pdf
5) UK government aid should not be spent through the Foreign Office.

It has been shown that where aid spending is influenced by the desire to win business for British companies, it reduces its effectiveness in delivering genuine inclusive, pro-poor, sustainable development outcomes. The Foreign Office’s use of aid money to promote PPPs in the hope of creating contracts for British companies is part of this reduction in the effectiveness of aid. Because the department’s role is to promote British interests, rather than reduce poverty, this is always likely to be the case.

6) The UK Foreign Office, UK Trade and Investment, Healthcare UK and DFID should tell partner governments and citizens in the global South the truth about PPPs in the UK.

Where they do offer advice and publicity on healthcare in the UK to other governments, they should tell the truth about how ruinously expensive health PPPs have been in the UK. This means their literature needs to be rewritten. If they do offer trainings related to investment in healthcare, these should truthfully set out how health PPPs have been more expensive to the government than alternatives and are now harming the provision of services. They should also provide a range of options for funding healthcare, with a fair and accurate analysis of their advantages and disadvantages, including from the point of view of value for money for the public sector.

To undo the damage they have already done, the Foreign Office, UKTI and Healthcare UK should fund a tour, out of non-aid money, to all the countries in which they have promoted PPPs, and tell the truth about the UK’s experience of health PPPs and the cost to the UK public.

7) The UK government should urgently advance measures to tackle tax avoidance and evasion.

Collecting tax from those who can most afford to pay, ie progressive taxation, is the key solution to being able to finance good quality, sustainable health services. Measures needed to increase progressive tax revenue collection will vary country by country. As a key global financial centre, the UK has a particular responsibility to help tackle tax avoidance and evasion. This includes:

- Supporting the creation of an intergovernmental body on tax matters with universal membership under the auspices of the UN.
- Toughening the UK’s anti-tax haven rules so they deter tax-dodging abroad and at home, and reviewing other UN tax rules to assess whether they undermine the ability of governments in the global South to raise vital tax revenue.
- Requiring UK-registered companies operating beyond the UK to publish their taxes, profits and other key economic data for each country where they do business, so the public can see what tax they pay and where.
- Toughening up the tax regime by making tax-avoidance schemes riskier for those promoting and benefiting from them and giving the UK tax collection authority (HMRC) the means to crack down harder on tax-dodging.

8) When lending money for any health investments the UK and World Bank should ensure it is lent responsibly, in line with the UNCTAD principles on responsible lending and borrowing.

This should include public scrutiny of loans before contracts are signed, abiding by any parliamentary regulations in the country concerned about loan approvals, and independent evaluation of the projects before, during and after completion. A good start would be to sign up to the UNCTAD principles on responsible lending and borrowing.
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